Managers and Leaders Course 2021
Deep Diving into Foundation Subjects
Wednesday 3 March 2021 - 9.30am-3.00pm
with Chris Quigley
Course Outline
For many years, curriculum design in primary schools has focused on making content real,
relevant, engaging and fun. Whilst there is nothing wrong with any of these things there has
been a huge shift towards one of the biggest problems with learning: unless something is
remembered in the long term it hasn’t been learned; it has been experienced, and just
because the curriculum is real, relevant, engaging or fun doesn’t mean that it will be learned.
Take a journey with Chris Quigley to deep dive into the foundation subjects. Fully review
your curriculum’s intent, implementation and impact by;





Exploring every aspect of curriculum design through 14 questions and example
answers
Learning about the latest research evidence around effective curriculum design
Confidently answering questions about curriculum principles, sequencing and
progression
Exploring questions for senior leaders, curriculum leaders, class teachers and
students which mean that you look at your curriculum from all angles.

This research based course responds to the thinking that underpins
Ofsted’s deep dives into curriculum design. The course will help you
to articulate how your curriculum is designed for long term memory.
If you would like an evidence-informed deep dive into curriculum design with professional
videos, clear slides, a reading list, example curriculum policy and a subject effectiveness
template then this online course is for you.
The cost of this course is usually £175
Conferences - Chris Quigley Education

Cost per person:

£ 85 for Alliance Member Schools
£ 95 non Alliance Member Schools

Includes unlimited access to a webinar recording for 2 weeks from the date of the
course.
Bookings: https://bookwhen.com/alfretonteachingschool or contact Katie
Cresswell at Alfreton Nursery School Teaching School Alliance on 01773 520031

About Chris Quigley

Chris Quigley is a specialist in primary education. He has been a Teacher, Head Teacher,
Lead Inspector and Trainer of School Inspectors. He is known for his inspiring talks and
clear, easy to use support materials. He is also a publisher and a Director of Chris Quigley
Education, where he leads a team of specialists, delivering inspiring training and talks all
over the world.

For more information visit www.chrisquigley.co.uk
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